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Abstract
The increasing expansion of Internet users has resulted in unwanted cyber concerns such
as cyberbullying, hate speech, and a slew of others. This paper deals with the reviewing of
different techniques used to detect hate speech by many scholars and researchers. Hate
speech occurs when an individual or a group of individuals attack or use derogatory or
discriminatory words towards a group of people based on characteristics such as origin,
sexuality, ethnicity, religious background, socioeconomic status, race, gender, and other
factors. When such action takes place on social networking sites, blogs, creative material,
and other forms of online media, it is referred to as Online Hate speech [1]. Hate speech
appears to be an explosive kind of communication that uses misunderstandings to promote
a hate ideology. Hate speech targets a variety of protected characteristics, such as gender,
religion, color, and disability.[2]. Hence it becomes to monitor every post and try to filter
out hate speech spreading posts. Concerning this aspect, many techniques have been
published using different aspects of machine learning and deep learning. Several attempts
to categorize hate speech using machine learning have been performed, with this one
focusing on the use of rudimentary NLP feature engineering approaches.

1 Introducion
Any statement that disparages a person or a
group based on a trait such as race, colour,
ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation,
nationality, religion, or another attribute is
characterised as violent Speech. As a result
of the massive increase of user-generated
web content, particularly on social media
networks, the number of violent Speech is
continually expanding. Interest in
identifying online violent Speech,
particularly the automation of this process,
has rapidly increased in recent years, as has
the societal impact of the phenomenon.

Natural language processing, focusing
specifically on this topic, is essential since
simple word filters are insufficient: What
exactly is it?The examples in this paper are
offered to show how serious the problem of
violent Speech is. They are based on
real-world data and do not reflect the
authors' own views.
Aspects such as an utterance's domain,
discourse context, and context, which
includes co-occurring media e.g.mobile
gallery media, digital media, songs
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downloaded, might all influence the content
of a violent Speech message.

Warner and Hirschberg (2012), Burnap and
Williams (2015), Silva et al. (2016), Djuric
et al. (2015), Gitari et al. (2015), Williams
and Bur- nap(2015), and Kwok and Wang
(2015) all utilize the phrase violent Speech
(2013). Furthermore, Sood et al. (2012)
focus on identifying malevolent intent in
(personal) insults, profanity, and user
postings, whereas Razavi et al. (2010) focus

on foul language. Xiang et al. 2012) focus
on profanity-related offensive material and
obscene language. Xu et al. (2012)
investigate playfully expressed taunting in
texts that indicate (potentially less severe)
bullying experiences. Finally, Burnap and
Williams (2014) focus on othering language
in racist communication, which is
characterized by an us-them dichotomy.

3 Literature Review
Any statement that disparages a person or a
group based on a trait such as race, colour,
ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation,
nationality, religion, or another attribute is
characterised as violent Speech. As a result
of the massive increase of user-generated
web content, particularly on social media
networks, the number of violent Speech is
continually expanding. Interest in
identifying online violent Speech,
particularly the automation of this process,
has rapidly increased in recent years, as has
the societal impact of the phenomenon.
Natural language processing, focusing
specifically on this topic, is essential since
simple word filters are insufficient: What
exactly is it?The examples in this paper are
offered to show how serious the problem of
violent Speech is. They are based on
real-world data and do not reflect the
authors' own views.
Aspects such as an utterance's domain,
discourse context, and context, which
includes co-occurring media e.g.mobile
gallery media, digital media, songs
downloaded, might all influence the content
of a violent Speech message.

Joscha et. al, in their paper, conceived and
thought about different methods like Bag of
words models, n-grams for utilizing
semantic data to work on the exhibition of
opinion investigation. The prior approaches
didn't think about the semantic relationship
between sentences or archives parts.
Research by A. Hogenboom et al. neither
looked at the systemic variations nor gave a
technique to combine exposure units in the
greatest way. They intended to further
develop the opinion examination by utilizing
Rhetoric Structure Theory (RST) as it gives
a progressive portrayal at the report level.
They proposed a mix of the matrix search
and weighting to discover the normal scores
of opinion from the Rhetorical Structure
Theory (RST) tree. They encoded the
twofold information into the arbitrary
timberland by utilizing highlight designing
as it enormously decreased the intricacy of
the unique RST tree. They presumed that AI
raised decent precision and gave a high F1
score of 71.9%.[3]

Amir Hossein Yazdavar et al. in this paper
gave a novel comprehension of the feeling
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examination issue containing numerated
information in drug audits. They broke
down sentences which contained
quantitative terms to arrange them into
stubborn or non-obstinate and furthermore
to recognize the extremity communicated by
utilizing the fluffy set hypothesis. The
improvement of the fluffy information base
was finished by talking to a few specialists
from different clinical focuses. Although the
quantity of investigations has been done in
this field these don't consider the
mathematical (quantitative) information
contained in the audits while perceiving the
feeling extremity. Likewise, the preparation
information utilized has a high area reliance
and thus can't be utilized in various spaces.
They inferred that their proposed technique
of information designing dependent on
fluffy sets was a lot less difficult, productive
and has high precision of more than 72% F1
esteem.[5]

Ahmad Kamal in his paper planned an
assessment mining system that works with
objectivity or subjectivity examination,
including extraction and audit synopsis and
so forth. He utilized a regulated AI approach
for subjectivity and objectivity order of
audits. The different procedures utilized by
him were Naive Bayes, Decision Tree,
Multilayer Perceptron and Bagging. He
likewise further developed mining execution
by forestalling unimportant extraction and
commotion as in Kamal's paper.[7]

Humera Shaziya et al. in this paper
characterized film audits for feeling
examination utilizing WEKA Tool. They
upgraded the prior work done in feeling
order which dissects assessments which
express either good or negative opinion. In
this paper, they likewise thought to be the
way that audits that have suppositions from
more than one individual and a solitary

survey might communicate both the positive
and negative feeling. They directed their test
on WEKA and presumed that Naive Bayes
performs obviously superior to SVM for
film surveys just as text. Gullible Bayes has
a precision of 85.1%.[8]

Akshay Amolik et. al. in his paper made the
dataset utilizing twitter posts of film audits
and related tweets about those motion
pictures. Sentence level opinion
investigation is performed on these tweets. It
is done in three stages. Initially,
preprocessing is finished. Then, at that
point, the Feature vector is made utilizing
significant highlights. At long last, by
utilizing various classifiers like Naive
Bayes, Support vector machine, Ensemble
classifier, k-implies and Artificial Neural
Networks, tweets were arranged into
positive, negative and unbiased classes. The
outcomes show that we get 75 % precision
structure SVM. [9]

Pradeep Kumar Roy et. al. used a deep
convolutional neural network on Twitter
dataset. LR, RF, NB, SVM, DT, GB, and
KNN were first employed to detect
HS-related messages on Twitter, with
features extracted using the tf-idf approach.
However, using a 3:1 train-test dataset, the
strongest ML model, SVM, was only able to
properly predict 53% of HS tweets. The
imbalanced dataset may be to blame for the
poor forecast of HS tweets; as a result, the
model is biased towards NHS tweets
prediction because it has the bulk of cases.
A deep convolutional neural network is used
by Twitter. LR, RF, NB, SVM, DT, GB, and
KNN were first employed to detect
HS-related messages on Twitter, with
features extracted using the tf-idf
approach.[10]

Chayan Paul, Pronami Bora's results show
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that LSTM outperformed Bi-LSTM in terms
of accuracy, precision, and f1 score.
However, Bi-LSTM has a higher recall score
than LSTM with an accuracy of 0.9785 to
that of Bi-LSTM 0.9781. The ratio of
positive classification to total positive
classification is known as recall. We
classified hate speech as a good class in our
study. That means the model has a lower
error rate when it comes to recognizing hate
speech. Bi-LSTM offers a minor advantage
over LSTM in this situation. Although the
differences in scores are too slight to make
any conclusions, the two models are
comparable.[16]

Anna Schmidt and Michael Wiegand

provided a survey on hate speech detection,
typically this assignment is presented as a
supervised learning issue. Feature sets that
are somewhat general, such as a bag of
words or em- beddings, consistently produce
good classification results.Various
complicated features that need additional
linguistic expertise, such as
dependency-parse information, or features
that represent specific language structures,
such as imperatives or politeness, have also
been demonstrated to be successful. Textual
information may not be the only indicator of
the prevalence of hate speech. It might be
supplemented by meta-data or data from
other modalities (for example, photos linked
to messages).[15]

Author Year Technique Classifier Accuracy DatmodeLSs
ed

Raisi and
Huang

2016 N/A N/A They did not
evaluate their
proposed
model

Twitter

Reynolds,
Kontostathis
and Edwards

2011 Bag of words Sequential

Minimal

Optimization

75% Formspring

Nahar ar et
al.

2014 TF-IDF Ensemble N/A MySpark,
Twitter,
Slashdot

Aditya 2018 N/A SVM_RBF 71.6 4500 Twitter

Satyajit
Kamble , and
Aditya Joshi

2018 Deep
learning

Sub-word
level LSTM
modeLST

66.9 N/A
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Pradeep
Kumar
Roy,Asis
Kumar
Triphaty,Tapa
-n Kumar
Das

2020 Deep
learning,TF-I
DF

SVM 53 on test
data (3:1)

Twitter

Chayan Paul,
Pronami Bora

2021 Deep
learning

LSTM
,Bi-LSTM

97.85 Kaggel

Anna
Schmidt,
Michael
Wiegand

2017 Bag of words LSTM N/A Twitter

3 Violent Speech Detection Features
One of the most fascinating parts of
distinguishing various techniques, as is
typically the case with classification-related
problems, in which characteristics are
employed. Violent Speech identification is
not an exception, because what distinguishes
a hateful speech from a harmless one is
unlikely to be due to a single set of
influencing factors. Despite the fact that the
collection of characteristics considered in
the various publications vary substantially,
the classification methods primarily depend
on supervised learning (6) Surface-level
characteristics, such as bag of words, are the
most obvious information to use for any text
categorization assignment. A majority of
writers incorporate unigrams and bigger
n-grams in their feature sets The purpose of
this study is to look at information about
Twitter users that might be useful in

recognising online violent Speech and using
it as a feature in violent Speech
classification. Users' information might
come from either established parameters like
age or gender, or factors gleaned from their
actions. There are surveys on the influence
of various features, as well as research on
the psychology and behavior of users who
are found using violent Speech in their
day-to-day language. There is, however,
very little study that integrates the two
subjects. The majority of the early research
on automatic detection of online violent
Speech relied on lexicon-based algorithms
for detecting "bad" terms, with Kwok and
Wang ( 2013) reporting that 83% of their
data was labeled racist owing to the
inclusion of questionable phrases.
When working with user-generated
comment content, character-level n-gram
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characteristics may give a technique to solve
the problem of spelling variance. For
example, the term “kill yourself” “a##hole”,
“f**k you”, “bit@h”, “mot**rf@@k” which
is considered violent Speech, will very
certainly cause issues for token-based
organizations. However, these algorithms
have a poor performance of precision since
they incorrectly label any communications
containing specified phrases of violent
Speech, which is especially troublesome on
social media platforms where offensive

language is common. violent Speech, after
all, may be far more complex than that.
It's difficult to label the characteristics that
best describe the fundamental issue of
violent Speech. Later research has mostly
focused on content-based text categorization
utilizing variables such as word appearance
or frequency, spelling errors, or semantic
meaning, but while these algorithms perform
rather well, there is still room for
improvement in terms of detection quality.

4 Related Work
In corporate user information into violent
speech detection techniques is an issue that
has received less attention. However,
research of persons who publish nasty
information online, including features and
behavioral qualities that are typical of the
authors behind aggressive behavior, violent
speech, or trolling, are associated with
violent speech detection, proposed a Lexical
Syntactic Feature framework to bridge the
gap between offensive content and potential
offensive users on social media, arguing that
while existing methods treat messages as
independent instances, the focus should be
on the source of the content stated that only
gender improved violent speech detection
mention a plan to use context-based features
For abuse detection, particularly the several
writers share their goal, but they must go
with the fact that user information is
frequently limited or unavailable. Personal
assaults in Wikipedia comments,
demonstrating that increases the risk of a

remark being an attack, despite the fact that
anonymous comments only accounted for
around half of all attacks. The study also
found that personal assaults tend to cluster
over time, maybe because one attack leads
to another. Cheng et al. ( 2015) evaluated
antisocial behavior in online discussion
forums by comparing the activity of users
who have been permanently banned from a
community to that of users who have not
been permanently banned. The prohibited
users were found to use less positive words
and more profanity, as well as to focus their
efforts on a limited number of topics,
according to the research. In addition, they
receive more reactions and replies than other
users. A troller is described as a user who
pretends to really want to be a member of a
group, including expressing or transmitting
pseudo-sincere intentions. The English
dataset by Waseem and Hovy is available on
GitHub for the public.

5 Dataset
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Waseem and Hovy ( 2016)'s English dataset
is publicly available on GitHub. The corpus
was compiled using the Twitter search API,
and a total of 16,907 tweets (from 2,399
people) were labeled as racist, sexist, or
neither. There are more neutral tweets in the
sample than racist or sexist tweets. The
creators intended for this imbalance to occur
in order to make the corpus more reflective
of the actual world, where violent speech is
a rare occurrence. Tweepy, a Python tool,
was used to filter out any inaccessible tweets
and users since the dataset was created in
2016.
In addition, the original "Sexism" and
"Racism" seminars were combined into a
single "Hate Speech" subject.
The number of users in the dataset was also
affected since 1,180 of the original tweets
were no longer available. In the 'ENG'
Fortuna ( 2017) created a dataset including

5,668 Portuguese tweets and shared it with
the INESC TEC research data repository. 2
Tweets were gathered using the Twitter API,
using searches focused on violent
speech-related keywords and Twitter
accounts known for sending hate messages.
Fortuna sought for a greater number of
violent speech messages than previous
relevant datasets, and violent speech was
annotated in 22 percent of the tweets. She
annotated nine direct violent speech
sub-classes, however they will be
consolidated into one violent speech class
in the current effort. In all, 1,156 individual
users have annotated 5,668 tweets; however,
the distribution of users among the target
classes has not been established. Nearly half
of both classes' tweets are now inaccessible;
nevertheless, as indicated in the 'POR'
column of

User Network: A user's social networks on
Twitter are defined as who they follow
(called 'following' or 'friends' on Twitter)
and who follows them (called 'followers').
Network-based traits were shown to be
highly beneficial in categorizing hostile user
behavior by Chatzakou et al. ( 2017). They
looked into things like the ratio of followers
to friends, how much users reciprocate the
follow connections they get from others, and
how users cluster with each other. In the
dataset of Waseem and Hovy ( 2016), the
relationship between a user's friends and
followers is depicted. The vast majority of
users cluster around 10,000 friends and
50,000 followers. With the exception of one
outlier of the "Hate speech" class with

roughly 228,000 followers and no friends, it
appears that users of the "None" class are
the most prevalent outside of this cluster.

Activity: Previous study reveals that
uploading violent speech content is linked
to both high and low activity levels. Buckels
et al. ( 2014) discovered that trolling delight
is positively linked with commenting
frequency, while Cheng et al. ( 2015)
revealed that frequent active users are
commonly connected with anti-social
behavior online.
Wulczyn et al. ( 2017), on the other hand,
discovered people who conducted personal
assaults on Wikipedia independent of their
participation level. The information that may
be collected using the Twitter API defines
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activity in this case. Tweepy allows users to
see how many tweets they've sent (also
known as status updates' on Twitter) and
how many 'favorites' they've given to other
people's tweets.

The link between a user's number of
provided favorites and total number of
statuses is depicted, demonstrating that there
is a general trend for status updates to
outnumber favorites. The bulk of users in
both classes of the English dataset form a
cluster below 50,000 favorites and 200,000
statuses, with the exception of one outlier in

the "Hate speech" class with over 400,000
favorites and over 600,000 statuses. The
users of both target classes are rather
similarly distributed in the Portuguese
sample, with individuals posting less than
200,000 tweets and giving less than 25,000
favorites on average. The number of status
updates and favorite items for users in the
German dataset is significantly smaller than
in the other datasets, and there is no
apparent separation between activity and
network in the German dataset, comparable
to the findings of the users' network
investigation.

6 Classifier with Text and User
Features
The classifier was expanded in the second
portion of the tests to include a variety of
user characteristics and subsets. Four
different sorts of 10 different characteristics
were tested:
Male and female are the two genders.
Activity: amount of statuses and favorites,
Network: number of followers and friends
Profile: geo enabled, default profile, default
picture, and number of public lists, with the
"number of" characteristics being integer
valued and the rest being binary (boolean).
Table 5 illustrates the baseline model's
performance (n-grams alone in row 1), as
well as n grams and various subsets of user
attributes.
On the Waseem and Hovy (2016) dataset,
including all user features resulted in the
greatest improvement over the baseline, with
the 'Network' feature subset making the
most impact. 'Gender' had no effect on

performance, while 'Activity' and 'Profile'
had very minor effects.
Each unique characteristic was also
examined using n-grams. Half of the
characteristics had no effect on performance;
'Default profile' and 'Geo enabled' both
raised F1 by 0.1, while 'Female, Followers,
and Public lists' both boosted F1 by 0.2.
On the Fortuna ( 2017) dataset, including all
user attributes led to a slightly reduced
performance. This was also true when the
'Activity' subset was included, whereas
adding 'Network' increased performance.
'Gender' and 'Profile' had no significant
effect on the results.
When combined with n-gram features, the
individual features 'Followers' and 'Geo
enabled' resulted in the highest F1-score
gain, as shown in violent Speech1 In
addition, the addition of 'Public lists' boosted
the F1-score somewhat.
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Surprisingly, adding 'Statuses' to the model
made it perform worse. As demonstrated in
the baseline classifier only got a recall value
of 0.03 for the violent speech class of Ross
et al. (2016)'s dataset by employing just
word unigrams. Table 5 shows that the
'Gender, Activity, and Profile' feature

subsets all improved the average F1-score.
All features are included (a) just n-gram
features are included (b) all user features are
include.
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